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Parents Furious About School-Board Member’s Tweets
About Sex And Hating Republicans
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Enraged parents in Chula Vista, California,
who uncovered the scandalous tweets of a
school-board member, must be wondering
whether she loves kinky sex as much as she
hates Donald Trump and Republicans.

Among other things, Kate Bishop pondered
aloud on Twitter about sex with an 18-year-
old, purchasing a sex toy, and activities with
former House Speaker Paul Ryan that would
likely have frightened the former GOP titan
to death.

Understandably, parents wonder why the
Bishop is still in a position to influence
education. Also understandably, Bishop has
ended public access to her wacky tweets.

California parents demand answers on school board member's profane tweets: 'Really
disturbing to me'https://t.co/vgHy64scMU

— Fox News (@FoxNews) September 15, 2021

Facebook Post

The trouble for the apparently sex-starved Bishop began when riled Dad Joe Thomas posted a note and
the tweets in question.

“I’m a concerned parent in the Chula Vista school district. I recently discovered the Twitter account of
Ms. Kate Bishop, VP of the Chula Vista board of education,” the ticked-off Thomas wrote on September
8. “Her comments are appalling, disturbing and unprofessional for any educator in the public school
system.”

Indeed they are, and so he contacted the school superintendent on September 2. Bishop protected her
account the next day:

Go figure. She is the perfect example of who not to put in charge of decisions that affect our
children. She is an elected official and should [be] held accountable and reprimanded for
her dishonesty to the public that gave her the position. Please disseminate as you see fit. I
will be attaching the recently removed tweets.

Among the sex tweets Thomas dug up where these:

2013: “The last three transactions on my credit card were 4 jockstraps, a burrito, and a d***do.”

2012: “I’m pretty sure I hit my sexual peak today. Somebody bring me an 18 year old boy, STAT!”  
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2011: “Off to the park to see what hot 3-year-old girls my kid can hit on. ”

The woman’s political political tweets were typical of the fuming hate so common among leftist women:

“Dear Rust Belt, He lied,” the school-board member wrote in 2016. “Your manufacturing jobs are
NEVER coming back. You f—ed us. No love, Kate.”

Another combined Bishop’s apparent obsession with sex with her hatred for the GOP. “I wanna hate-
f**K Paul Ryan, while he is g-gged with my absentee ballot on which I voted for Obama,” she wrote in
2012. 

Whether Ryan has purchased bear spray and installed extra locks on his doors is unknown, but anyway,
too late did Bishop sequester her Twitter page.

“Those tweets, I feel, are disqualifying for anybody involved in K-12 education,” parent Jonathan
Zachreson argued.

Matt Dickson said the tweet about the 18-year-old was beyond the pale.

“To choose an 18-year-old boy as opposed to somebody her own age, it appears to have a predatory
context,” he told Fox News. “Having somebody who looks at young people in that manner is very scary.”

Continued Dickson:

If she’s a leader with this kind of … predatory thought process, is this going through the rest
of the board and of the school district? Is there an acceptance of this kind of behavior?

Nothing Done

The school board yawned.

In a statement to Fox News, Oscar Esquivel, the district superintendent, said the tweets are old and
don’t “represent the opinions or beliefs of the Chula Vista Elementary School District.”

That’s good.

Bishop appears unworried — either about the tweets or her position as an “educator.”

“As a parent involved in education, I see this as a teachable moment that things put on the internet last
forever,” she told Fox:

The intent of these tweets was meant to be funny, but they weren’t, and without context
years later, they have actually hurt people that I care about.

I own my past mistakes and I have been more mindful of things that I post publicly online
since then.

Parents Kimberly Dickson isn’t buying it. “The content of the tweets puts her character into question,
whether they were made last week, last year, or ten years ago,” she told the network. “Is the fox
watching the henhouse?”

H/T: Daily Mail
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